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Tax Insights 

Financing your business in the time of COVID-19 
 

Snapshot 
 
The current economic circumstances brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic have introduced some new and 
immediate challenges for financing Australian businesses.  Many businesses will be facing difficulties associated 
with cash flow management at a time when the financial markets are changing dramatically on a daily basis.  By 
way of example, in March we saw a doubling of spreads in the sub-investment grade US corporate debt market 
and spreads on investment grade and sub-investment grade went from about 200bps in early March to over 
500bps in 2 weeks.  B rated credits traded at over 8% by the end of March, up from 4% in early March and are 
continuing to widen in early April.    
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Taxation issues to be considered 
 
Thin capitalisation – ATO’s approach to the arm’s length debt test 
A majority of Australian taxpayers subject to the thin capitalisation regime have historically relied on the safe 
harbour debt test (SHDT), however there are likely to be significant impacts for some in the current year given 
the test relies on asset and non-debt liability values determined in accordance with the accounting standards and 
recognised in the entity’s financial statements.  
 
Asset impairments, along with other lower asset values brought about by restricted trading conditions may result 
in a denial of interest deductions under the SHDT in the current income year.  
 
Whilst the use of different measurement periods may assist in ameliorating this outcome, taxpayers should also 
consider their ability to obtain a higher ‘maximum allowable debt’ under an alternative thin cap test; namely, the 
worldwide gearing debt test and the arm’s length debt test (ALDT).  
 
The ATO has announced guidance on how it will adapt its compliance approach for the ALDT in the current year 
to assist taxpayers affected by the economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.  The statement provides: 
 
• A taxpayer who relies on the ALDT in the current year, as a direct consequence of COVID-19, can expect the 

ATO will not dedicate compliance resources to reviewing the application of the ALDT if certain requirements 
are met, other than to verify the use of the test was ‘directly related to a COVID-19 reflex’. 
 

• The requirements include that the taxpayer: 
 

• Would have satisfied the safe harbour debt test but for the COVID-19 related balance sheet 
impacts.  

• Will use best endeavours to apply all criteria of the ALDT.  
 
• If the taxpayer is an inward investing entity (and not also an outward investing entity) the compliance 

approach applies only to the extent no additional related-party funding is received (other than short-term 
(less than 12 months) debt facilities). The ATO would expect any new capital to be equity and would not 
expect the inward investing entity to require the use of the ALDT because dividends were paid. 

 
• Taxpayers can expect the ATO will take a balanced approach to record keeping and the timing of creation of 

such records. Taxpayers should attempt to prepare documentation supporting the application of the ALDT, 
but no compliance resources will be applied to determine if the documentation satisfies the standards set out 
in draft PCG 2019/D3.  
 

• Taxpayers whose economic circumstances persist over the longer term and as a result are likely to rely on 
the ALDT in a subsequent year, should take the opportunity to discuss their circumstances with the ATO.  

 
 
The statement demonstrates a willingness on behalf of the ATO to accept an application of the ALDT in the short-
term, however the requirements for the approach are restricted to where the taxpayer would have satisfied the 
SHDT ‘but for’ the deterioration of the taxpayer’s balance sheet due to COVID-19.  A COVID-19 impact may be 
broader than asset impairments.  In addition to lower asset values such as current year asset impairments, lower 
asset values may arise for receivables and cash brought about by adverse trading conditions.  The balance sheet 
impact could also relate to increased debt.   

To the extent a taxpayer fails the SHDT, taxpayers should review their facts and circumstances to consider 
whether they can establish their failure was a direct consequence of COVID-19 and seek to apply the ALDT.  

Whilst it is clear the taxpayer must continue to use best endeavours to apply the ALDT, we note the test is 
focused on identifying an arm’s length amount of debt that a borrower would reasonably be expected to borrow 
and a commercial lender would reasonably be expected to lend at arm’s length terms and conditions.  As such, 
the test is not determined by a prescriptive methodology tied back to the taxpayer’s financial accounts and all 
relevant facts and circumstances should be considered in ascertaining the arm’s length debt amount.  Adverse 
economic conditions resulting from COVID-19 will of course be taken into account in assessing an arm’s length 
debt amount but the debt amount may remain supportable in the tested year when all the relevant factors are 
taken into consideration.  
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Capital structure, liquidity, and cost of funds 
 
Taxpayers’ existing source of funding and future funding requirements will be under review in the current 
economic environment giving rise to transfer pricing and other income tax matters that should be considered.  
Depending upon a taxpayer’s relevant facts and circumstances, the following financing options may be relevant 
to corporate treasury departments in managing capital structure, liquidity needs and the cost of funds and are 
indicative of the changes to financial transactions which may be required in this economic environment: 
 
1) Refinance on different terms and conditions (including interest rates, fixed or floating rates, with tenure to 

match balance sheet) noting that spreads have widened and there have been cuts to central bank base 
interest rates.   

2) Amend loan agreements to increase the principal and consider interest deferral options (at a potential 
additional cost). 

3) Execute a short-term revolver, extend a line of credit or set up a cash pool to manage operating cash flow. 
4) If refinancing, amending or assigning debt instruments, consider pricing on a non-IBOR base rate to 

anticipate the change to new alternative risk-free rates in 2021. 
5) Explore government assistance, credits, grants and government sponsored guaranteed loans. 
6) Formalise parental guarantees and lower the interest rate cost for the potentially higher credit risk, lower 

rated subsidiary. 
7) Convert debt to equity to eliminate interest expense or consider financial instruments with an interest deferral 

option or quasi-equity features. 
8) Consider structured financing facilities via cash pools for liquidity, factoring, or asset backed financing using 

A/R or inventory, or sale/lease backs. 
9) Review obligations to remit interest withholding tax under existing financing arrangements, particularly if the 

financial performance of the business indicates there is reduced capacity to pay interest. 
 

In addition to reviewing the thin capitalisation position for the current year, now is an opportune time for 
taxpayers to review and if appropriate, restructure their related party financing arrangements to ensure any 
transfer pricing issues are managed in this rapidly evolving economic environment.  
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